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Abstract: Plant height is a crucial phenotypic trait that plays a vital role in predicting cotton growth
and yield, as well as in estimating biomass in cotton plants. The accurate estimation of canopy
height from single-flight LiDAR data remains a formidable challenge in current high-density cotton
cultivation patterns, where dense foliage obstructs the collection of bare soil terrain, particularly after
flowering. The existing LiDAR-based methods for cotton height estimation suffer from significant
errors. In this study, a new method is proposed to compensate for the canopy height estimation by
using the canopy laser interception rate. The ground points are extracted by the ground filtering
algorithm, and the interception rate of the laser per unit volume of the canopy is calculated to
represent the canopy density and compensate for the cotton height estimation. The appropriate
segmented height compensation function is determined by grouping and step-by-step analysis of
the canopy laser interception rate. Verified by 440 groups of height data measured manually in the
field, the results show that the canopy laser interception compensation mechanism is of great help
in improving the estimation accuracy of LiDAR. R2 and RMSE reach 0.90 and 6.18 cm, respectively.
Compared with the estimation method before compensation, R2 is increased by 13.92%, and RMSE is
reduced by 49.31%. And when the canopy interception rate is greater than 99%, the compensation
effect is more obvious, and the RMSE is reduced by 62.49%. This research result can significantly
improve the height estimation accuracy of UAV-borne for high planting density cotton areas, which
is helpful to improve the efficiency of cotton quality breeding and match genomics data.

Keywords: UAV-based LiDAR; cotton height; phenotype extraction; canopy laser interception
compensation

1. Introduction

Benefiting from the development of high-throughput sequencing technology, genomics
research has made great progress. However, the lag in phenotype information acquisition
technology has led to its inability to synchronously match data-rich genomics data, which
has seriously hindered the breeding process and become a bottleneck in current cotton
breeding selection research [1]. Cotton is the main raw material of the textile industry and
an important cash crop. Plant height is a significant phenotypic trait of cotton that serves as
a crucial predictor in yield estimation [2], biomass estimation [3], and lodging resistance [4].
Therefore, it is of great significance to obtain the height of cotton crops in a large area.
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Traditionally, crop heights are obtained by field measurements, which are time-consuming
and labor-intensive, making it impractical to obtain heights over large areas.

Crop height monitoring based on UAV remote sensing can be mainly divided into
two categories: reflection spectrum inversion and three-dimensional reconstruction mea-
surement. Passive optical remote sensing image based on drones has been widely used in
the field of crop phenotype monitoring, such as cotton’s single boll weight [5], chlorophyll
content [6], leaf area index [7], etc. In addition, many studies have emerged to obtain the
height of various crops (e.g., rice [8], corn [9], wheat [10], and soybean [11] by acquiring
high overlap images using UAVs with visible light cameras, feature detection and matching
based on structure from motion (SfM) algorithms and constructing point cloud models.
However, optical remote sensing data are prone to saturation in areas of high biomass
or high LAI (leaf area index) [12] and, therefore, have significant limitations in studies of
predicting crop structural parameters, such as vegetation height. This phenomenon can
be mitigated to some extent by fusing millimeter-wave radar data, but the overall effect
remains unsatisfactory [13]. In addition, digital cameras cannot penetrate the vegetation
canopy to obtain ground height data, so accurate crop height estimation generally requires
two flying missions, including collecting digital terrain models (DEM) without vegetation
cover during sowing and after harvest and digital surface model (DSM) data with crop
cover, which greatly reduces the convenience of data acquisition. This method has a root
mean square error of 8.4 cm on cotton plant height monitoring in the case of using a laser
land leveling machine before sowing [14].

LiDAR is characterized by its high penetration ability, allowing it to capture the
topography and characteristics of both the ground surface and target objects simultaneously
via multiple laser pulse reflections. Early LiDAR is usually carried on helicopters or
fixed-wing aircraft to measure forest canopy heights [15]. However, the flight altitude of
airborne LiDAR usually exceeds 100 m, with limited spatial resolution, making it difficult to
distinguish between soil and low crops. Terrestrial LiDAR systems are capable of acquiring
three-dimensional point cloud data with millimeter-level accuracy, and there are many
related studies in the direction of crop height extraction in the form of robotic platforms [16],
vehicle-mounted platforms [17], and ground-based fixed platforms [18]. However, the
ground-based fixed platform is less efficient in acquiring data, and the ground-based mobile
platform has to take into account the information on cultivation spacing and line spacing
of field crops as well as crop height, which is less suitable for land-intensive crops.

The advent of unmanned airborne LiDAR systems fills the gap between ground-based
platforms with high accuracy but low efficiency and manned platforms with large scale but
little detail information. LiDAR-based crop height estimation can be derived in different
ways, such as the percentage method [19], canopy height model (CHM)-based method [20],
and point cloud variable-based method [11]. However, in the case of extremely high
canopy density, the loss of ground points will increase the error of plant height estimation,
especially in the current cotton cultivation model with “low appearance, high density, and
early maturity” as the mainstream [21], the planting density has reached 20 plants/m2 or
more, resulting in an error of about 10 cm in cotton plant height extraction [22], causing
great difficulties in matching genomics data. Therefore, it is very important to study how
to improve the accuracy of LiDAR estimation of plant height under the condition of high
canopy density, which will help to quickly locate the relevant genetic locus to speed up the
process of variety breeding and can also provide a reference for crop protection by aircraft
to formulate suitable operational parameters. Relevant studies have shown that airborne
LiDAR has a good effect on cotton leaf area index inversion (R2 = 0.950, RMSE = 0.332) [23].
However, the number of studies reported in the existing literature on the use of drone
LiDAR to estimate the height of cotton is very small, and the accuracy of the results is
not high.

If the density of the LiDAR laser is greater than the size of the canopy gap, some of
the laser beams will be obstructed by the canopy, resulting in the inability to obtain ground
points. This, in turn, will lead to a high-ground grid generated through interpolation,
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ultimately impacting the accuracy of estimation results. The main purpose of this study is
based on the fact that UAV-borne LiDAR can accurately obtain the plant height of cotton
in the field through a single sortie. By extracting ground points to generate a ground
grid, combined with the digital surface model obtained by a point cloud grid, the canopy
laser interception rate is used to compensate for the canopy density to obtain a relatively
accurate cotton height. This study aims to address the long-standing problem of insufficient
precision in monitoring cotton plant height in large-scale field experiments by exploring
the mapping relationship between canopy density and ground filtering errors. By bridging
the gap between genotype, phenotype, and environment, this research can advance the
breeding process of high-quality cotton varieties. The main contents of this study include:

(1) Analyzing a suitable ground point filtering algorithm for the cotton point cloud model
in fields;

(2) Research on a compensation mechanism for plant height in canopy laser interception
to solve the problem of laser penetration;

(3) Improving the accuracy of canopy height models (CHM).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Area and Field Sampling

In this experiment, Shihezi of Xinjiang and Jiujiang of Jiangxi are selected for research,
representing the typical planting patterns of cotton areas in Xinjiang and cotton areas in the
Yangtze River Basin, respectively (Figure 1). Among them, the breeding experimental field
in Shihezi of Xinjiang has a total of 875 different variety materials, and each community
is a square with a side length of 5 m. The application rates of 15 different concentrations
of nitrogen, potassium, and boron fertilizers and blank control groups are designed in the
water and fertilizer experimental field located in Jiujiang of Jiangxi Province for a total of
24 communities. The huge differences in cotton growth in different regions, varieties, and
cultivation modes make the conclusions of this study more convincing.
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Figure 1. Study site location.

Field sampling was conducted between 6 August 2022 and 15 October 2022, and actual
canopy height values in the field were measured using a tape measure (Figure 2a) and a
Trimble GEO 7X GNSS handheld data collection device for centimeter-level accuracy spatial
position recording (Figure 2b). Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, Shihezi City
adopted epidemic containment measures on August 6, so only one data collection was
carried out in Shihezi. A total of 440 field plant height measurement data were collected in
the experiment, as shown in Figure 2c.

A flowchart outlining the overall methodology is presented in Figure 3. Subsequent
sections describe all the steps in detail.
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2.2. Point Cloud Data Collection and Preprocessing
2.2.1. Data Acquisition and Splicing of UAV Borne LiDAR

The DJI M300 RTK aircraft is used to carry out point cloud data acquisition with
ZENMUSE L1 LiDAR (Figure 4). The aircraft is integrated with a differential positioning
module and has a strong anti-magnetic interference capability and precise positioning
capability. ZENMUSE L1 integrates the Livox LiDAR module, high-precision inertial
navigation, mapping camera, three-axis PTZ, and other modules, enabling all-weather,
efficient real-time three-dimensional data acquisition and high-precision post-processing
and reconstruction in complex scenes.
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Due to the extremely high density of the cotton canopy, in order to ensure the number
of ground points in the collected point cloud data, all parameters are set to obtain the
maximum point cloud density during data collection. The flight height was 12 m, the flight
speed was 1 m/s, and the sampling frequency was 240 kHz. The laser point cloud overlap
rate was set to 10% to ensure slicing adjustment. A double-pulse scanning mode was
used to collect point cloud data, with a point cloud density of 11,000 points/m2. Specific
hardware parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of remote sensing data acquisition equipment.

ZENMUSE L1

LiDAR
Ranging accuracy 3 cm at 100 m

Maximum number of echoes supported 3

FOV Repeat scanning: 70.4◦ × 4.5◦

Non Repeat scanning: 70.4◦ × 77.2◦

Data acquisition rate Single echo: 240,000 points/s
Multi echo: 480,000 points/s

IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
Refresh rate 200

Course Accuracy; Pitch accuracy 0.15◦; 0.025◦

RGB Camera
Resolution of CMOS sensor 5472 × 3648

Focal length 8.8 mm/24 mm (Equivalent full frame)
Aperture f/2.8–f/11

It can be seen that after the UAV LiDAR data collection is completed, the data will be
spliced through the DJI Terra software. The software will automatically read the point cloud
data and inertial navigation records, track files and other related data for POS resolving,
point cloud coloring, splicing, and other operations, and generate LAS point cloud files
after completion.
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2.2.2. Point Cloud Data Preprocessing

First, to avoid the influence of point cloud noise on the test results, the statistical
filtering method was used to filter the original point cloud to remove high and low gross
errors. The 10% overlap rate of the airstrip at the time of data acquisition leads to a
significant increase of the point cloud density in the overlap area, which will affect the
canopy LiDAR interception rate calculated later, so the redundant points in the overlap
area need to be removed. Usually, the measurement error of LiDAR points is proportional
to the laser scan angle, and the closer to the strip edge, the larger the error of the point cloud
is. For the redundant part of the airborne LiDAR air strip overlap region, the redundancy
removal function of LiDAR360 (Beijing Green Valley Technology. Co., Ltd., Beijing, China)
software is applied, based on the complete route information, with the theoretical basis
that the point cloud accuracy decreases with the increase of scan angle. In this way, the
points with larger scanning angles in the overlapping area are removed, and the points with
higher quality near the center of the line strip are retained so as to eliminate the redundancy
of aerial photography data between the airstrips. The effect of redundancy removal is
shown in Figure 5.
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The preprocessing of remote sensing data is completed in the Power LeaderTM PR490P
computing server. DJI Terra is used to splice the images taken by the UAV. The software
will automatically read the EXIF information of the images and find the same name points
in a single image to generate an orthophoto panorama of the research area.

2.3. Ground Point Extraction

By comparing and testing the performance of two ground filtering algorithms, namely
Progressive Triangular Irregular Network Densification (PTD) and Gravity Cloth Filter
(CSF), in a dense canopy scene, a suitable ground point filtering algorithm is selected for
ground point extraction, and the ground grid is generated by Delaunay triangular network.

2.3.1. Progressive TIN Densification (PTD) Ground Filtering

Progressive Triangular Irregular Network Densification is a classic ground filtering
algorithm [24], which has achieved the best results in the filtering algorithm test conducted
by ISPRS (International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing). The main idea
of the PTD algorithm is to construct an initial irregular triangulation network (TIN) through
the initial ground seed points and then make iterative judgments on the remaining points.
If the requirements are met, add the ground point set to make the TIN constructed in the
next iteration more refined. The process is performed iteratively until no new ground
points appear or reach the maximum number of iterations. The main steps are as follows:
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(1) Low point removal. Due to the multi-path effect of the LiDAR system or due to
errors in the laser ranging system, there is a probability that laser points with much
lower elevation than other points around them will be formed. If these points are
not removed, then the ground seed point selection using the above assumptions will
result in a set of ground seed points containing these low points, which will introduce
errors in the subsequent filtering;

(2) Ground seed point selection. Define a cube boundary box to wrap the point cloud
data and divide it into n rows and m columns and multiple areas. According to the
principle of the lowest local elevation, the ground seed points are evenly selected
from the original point cloud, and the remaining points are the points to be judged. n
and m can be obtained by Formula (1), where x and y are the length and width of the
cube boundary, and bmax is set to the width of the ridge in this experiment; n =

⌈
x

bmax

⌉
m =

⌈
y

bmax

⌉ (1)

(3) Construct the initial TIN. Use the initial ground seed points selected in (2) to construct
the initial TIN (Figure 6);
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Figure 6. TIN construction method.

(4) Select the ground point from the points to be judged for iterative encryption. For all
the points to be judged, find the triangular plane whose projection coordinates in the
xoy plane correspond to the triangular plane in the TIN and calculate the slope of the
triangular plane at the same time. If the slope is greater than the set maximum slope
α1, use the mirror image point (Figure 7a) to judge. The classification of this point is
consistent with the classification of the mirror point, and find the vertex Ph(xm,ym,zm)
with the largest elevation value in the triangle where the point P to be judged is
located. The coordinates of the P point can be calculated by Formula (2);


xmirror = 2xm − xP
ymirror = 2ym − yP
zmirror = 2zP

(2)

If the slope of the triangular surface is less than α1, calculate the distance h from the
point to be judged to the triangular surface and the angle α between the line connecting the
point to be judged and the vertex of the nearest triangular plane and the triangular plane.
As shown in Figure 7b, if α < α1 and h is less than the set maximum height h1, the point
to be judged is regarded as the ground point and counted in the ground point set. Then,
rebuild the TIN and perform the above operations iteratively until no new ground points
are selected, or the preset maximum number of iterations is reached.
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2.3.2. Cloth Simulation Filter (CSF) Ground Filtering

Cloth Simulation Filter (CSF) performs ground point filtering from a new perspec-
tive [25], and its process is to first invert the point cloud along the Z-axis and subsequently
assume that a piece of fabric falls from above under the influence of gravity, then the final
falling fabric can represent the current terrain, as shown in Figure 8. the CSF filtering
algorithm does not need to set various complicated parameters in the filter, and the CSF
filtering algorithm is stronger in ease of use than traditional ground filtering algorithms
(such as PTD, etc.).
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The CSF filtering algorithm assumes that the fabric particle receives gravity G during
its fall as well as the internal tractive force Fin of the particle, then according to Newton’s
second formula, the position X of the fabric particle at moment t satisfies.

m
∂X(t)

∂t2 = G + Fin(X, t) (3)

Then, in the case of no internal force, the displacement of the cloth particles is:

X(t + ∆t) = 2X(t)− X(t− ∆t) +
G
m

∆t2 (4)

Add an internal traction Fin to constrain the falling problem of particles in the blank
area of the overturning surface. Take any two adjacent particles; if the states of both
particles are movable, they move the same distance in the opposite direction; if one particle
is immovable, move the movable particles in the opposite direction. The displacement of

particle
→
d can be calculated using the following formula:

→
d =

1
2

(→
p a +

→
p b

)
·→n (5)

In the formula,
→
n is the unit vector in the vertical direction, and Pb is the adjacent

particle to Pa. Figure 9 shows the movement process of the cloth particles. At the same time,
the parameter RI is introduced to describe the number of times the particles move by the
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internal force image so as to characterize the “hardness” of the simulated cloth. Generally
speaking, the steeper the terrain, the smaller the RI value is set.
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2.4. Compensation of Canopy Laser Interception Rate

When the canopy gap is smaller than the LiDAR laser density, all the lasers will be
intercepted by the canopy, and thus, the ground points will not be obtained, which will
cause the ground grid generated by interpolation to be high (Figure 10) and affect the
estimation results. In this study, we propose to use the canopy laser interception rate to
characterize the canopy density and compensate for the estimation results to obtain more
accurate estimation accuracy (Formula (6)). The HLiDAR in the formula denotes the height
obtained by subtracting between the DSM and DEM generated using the point cloud, α is
the compensation factor, and P denotes the canopy laser interception rate.

H = HLiDAR + f (α) · P (6)
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The point cloud is projected in the xoy plane, the entire area is divided into a square
grid with a side length of 1 m, several areas with a side length of 1 square meter are
generated, and the proportion P of non-ground points in each area is counted, and finally,
the grid map of canopy laser interception rate in the study area is generated (Figure 11).
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2.5. Evaluation Index

In this study, two statistical indicators, the determination coefficient R2 and the root
mean square error RMSE, are used to evaluate the performance of the plant height estima-
tion model. To investigate the impact of canopy density on the precision of LiDAR-based
plant height estimation, this study produced 6 datasets—P70, P90, P95, P97, P98, and P99
from the total number of samples, respectively, representing different canopy densities.
The mean and standard deviation (Std) of each dataset is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. P90, P95, P97, P98, and P99 data overview. H represents height, and P represents the canopy
laser interception rate in the sampling area.

Dataset Sample Size Mean (H) Std (H) Mean (P) Std (P)

Total 440 84.28 cm 20.61 cm 88% 18.20%
P70 (70–90%) 62 85.63 cm 22.82 cm 81% 5.65%
P90 (90–95%) 32 86.94 cm 17.82 cm 92% 1.37%
P95 (95–97%) 43 90.49 cm 21.43 cm 95% 0.59%
P97 (97–98%) 37 84.76 cm 21.27 cm 97% 0.29%
P98 (98–99%) 71 87.38 cm 17.21 cm 98% 0.29%
P99 (99–100%) 124 84.25 cm 19.18 cm 99% 0.30%

3. Results
3.1. Influence of Ground Filtering Algorithm

The performance of two-point cloud ground filtering algorithms, PTD and CSF, is
tested on the data collected in this study. DSM and DEM are obtained by rasterizing the
non-ground points and ground points, respectively, in the Z-axis direction, and CHM is
obtained by subtracting them. The matching between CHM-PTD and CHM-CSF and actual
ground-measured samples is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. (a) Scatter plot and (b) residual plot.

The results show that in the high canopy density environment where this study is
located, the effect of PTD (R2 = 0.79) is significantly better than that of CSF (R2 = 0.29),
and it can be seen from the residual error diagram that the latter is significantly lower in
estimation. From the section view (Figure 13), the difference in the ground mesh obtained
by the two filtering algorithms can be clearly seen. It is preliminarily inferred that the
“sharp” shape formed by the laser penetrating the canopy can easily pass through the gap
between the cloth particles, resulting in the result of CSF filtering that is not the ground but
the lower surface of the canopy. Therefore, the follow-up of this research will be based on
the CHM taken by the PTD algorithm.
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3.2. Effect of Canopy Density

Figure 14 shows the matching degree and residual error map of CHM-PTD with
the six different canopy density datasets in Table 2. From the matching situation of the
P99 dataset and the residual error map, it can be seen that when the canopy interception
rate is greater than 99%, the estimation accuracy of LiDAR decreases sharply (R2 = 0.79,
RMSE = 17.22 cm), and there is an overall smaller trend, which directly reduces the estima-
tion accuracy of the total sample. Therefore, an f (α) compensation function is introduced
to estimate and compensate for the position where the laser canopy rate is greater than 99%
to make up for the low CHM phenomenon caused by the inability of the laser to penetrate
the canopy.

3.3. Determination of Compensation Function f(α)

To obtain the optimal compensation coefficient under different laser canopy inter-
ception rates, add the αP formula as compensation in the estimated original plant height.
Table 3 shows the estimation equation and the comparison of R2 and RMSE before and
after compensation. It can be seen that the estimation accuracy of the compensation estima-
tion method in P98, P99, and the total sample has been significantly improved, while the
accuracy improvement of the compensation method in other datasets is not obvious and
even has cases of negative optimization in some datasets.
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Table 3. The difference in estimation accuracy of canopy interception rate before and after compensation.

Dataset Estimating Equation R2 RMSE (cm) R2 Groth Rate RMSE Reduction Rate

Total HLiDAR + 6.97 × P 0.77 9.43 −2.53% 15.81%
P70 (70–90%) HLiDAR + 2.24 × P 0.89 7.49 0% −0.13%
P90 (90–95%) HLiDAR + 1.18 × P 0.86 6.76 3.61% 8.15%
P95 (95–97%) HLiDAR + 0.58 × P 0.92 5.97 1.10% 8.58%
P97 (97–98%) HLiDAR − 1.43 × P 0.91 6.32 1.11% 0.94%
P98 (98–99%) HLiDAR + 0.08 × P 0.94 4.12 2.17% 35.82%
P99 (99–100%) HLiDAR + 14.86 × P 0.88 6.46 11.40% 62.49%

As can be seen, it is not appropriate to use a globally unified compensation coefficient,
which will lead to negative optimization in the region with a low canopy interception
rate and increase the estimation error. Therefore, it is a more reasonable solution to
determine the compensation coefficient according to P. According to the results of Table 3,
the difference in accuracy before and after compensation in the region of more than 99%
canopy interception rate is the largest, but the p-value is only 1% above and below, so the
primary function may not be the best fitting method. From the residual diagram of the
P99 dataset (Figure 15a), it can be seen that the estimation error tends to increase rapidly
when P is close to 100%, which is very close to the trend of the power function on (0, 1).
The trial-and-error method is used to determine the power of P in the estimation equation.
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The result is shown in Figure 15b; when the power of P is 100, it is optimal, and R2 is 0.94.
Finally, the estimation equation for cotton height is defined as a piecewise function, as
shown in Equation (7).

H =


HLiDAR(P ≤ 98%)
HLiDAR + 0.08× P(98% < P ≤ 99%)
HLiDAR + 20.42× P100(99% < P ≤ 100%)

(7)
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3.4. Verification and Visualization 
Figure 16 shows how well the estimated results match the sampling results after com-
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3.4. Verification and Visualization

Figure 16 shows how well the estimated results match the sampling results after
compensation with the canopy laser interception rate and compares them with those before
compensation. Compared to the estimation accuracy before compensation, there was a
significant improvement in overall R2 and RMSE, which increased by 13.92% and 45.41%,
respectively (Figure 16).
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Using Geographic Information System (GIS) technology, the output values of the
estimation model can be mapped to the corresponding geographic locations, resulting in a
crop height distribution map at the field scale (Figure 17). This can be used to observe the
distribution of height differences within the field. By setting the crop height at each point
on the GIS map, you can quickly and intuitively obtain the crop height distribution in the
area where these points are located. In addition, using GIS software, you can calculate the
median, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values of crop height in each region,
providing more accurate data support for agricultural production and management.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Estimation of Canopy Height Based on Airborne LiDAR

The dense point cloud data obtained by low-altitude UAV-LiDAR includes rich canopy
information and bare soil information, which has great advantages in extracting morpholog-
ical features, such as canopy height. Compared with point cloud data obtained by motion
recovery structure algorithm (SFM) from aerial images to measure height, the height ob-
tained by LiDAR is more accurate, which is proved by the research of Madec et al. [26].
LiDAR point clouds can provide bare soil DEMs more easily compared to other methods,
even in areas with high canopy density. This study proposes a compensation algorithm that
achieves satisfactory accuracy without the need to collect a bare soil DEM before seeding,
requiring only one flight. Although in Wu’s study, the generation of point clouds based on
aerial oblique photography requires only one data collection, and the estimated R2 reaches
0.91, it requires the measured ground elevation interpolation to generate DEM, which will
greatly increase the ease of use of the estimation model [27].

The accuracy of height estimation has much to do with the canopy structure of the
crops studied, and it is easier to obtain higher estimation accuracy with a simple canopy
structure (such as winter wheat height RMSE = 3.4 cm) [28]. However, the canopy structure
of cotton is more complex, the planting density is very high, and the accuracy of direct
measurement of canopy height is not ideal (RMSE = 10 cm) [22], mainly due to the scarcity
of ground points due to the closed canopy, which makes it impossible to obtain high-quality
DEM (Figure 18). In high canopy density conditions, the PTD ground filtering algorithm
has significant advantages over CSF, but in situations where the number of ground points is
extremely low, it may still lead to a bias in the extracted ground surface grid. Compensation
of the measurement results combined with canopy laser interception rate compensation can
improve this situation to a certain extent and achieve high estimation accuracy (R2 = 0.90,
RMSE = 6.18 cm). It provides a solution for obtaining crop canopy height using airborne
LiDAR in a single flight under high planting densities.
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This study did not consider the influence of the flight height of the drone and the
density of the LiDAR point cloud on the compensation function f (α) when collecting the
data. In the next research plan, we will explore the influence of point cloud density and
flight height on the accuracy of this research method, expand the research object to more
high planting density crops, and continuously expand the applicable objects and scenarios
of this research.

4.2. Application Prospect

The experimental results of this study verify the possibility of the UAV-borne LiDAR
system to obtain the height of crops in a single flight under the condition of high canopy
density. Compared with the traditional method of collecting the elevation of bare soil before
planting [29], the method adopted in this research is easier to use and less difficult for data
collection. The results of this study have important practical implications for improving
the efficiency of cotton breeding research, especially in breeding experiments involving
thousands of samples. The data for each community in traditional breeding experiments
are usually determined by manual sampling [4], which requires many labor costs, and the
results are greatly affected by human factors. The method used in this study can generate a
mean value of the overall height of each community, which is more representative than
manual sampling results (Figure 19), and the data collection efficiency is multiplied.
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The canopy laser interception rate is highly correlated with canopy density, so its
application can be tried in the quantitative inversion of leaf area index (LAI), biomass,
and other traits. In addition, the fusion application of LiDAR and spectral information
will become an inevitable trend in the development of research related to crop phenotype
monitoring [30]; LiDAR can collect rich three-dimensional morphological data, while
hyperspectral and multispectral can invert the content of some essential nutrients in crops,
such as protein content [31], nitrogen content [32], chlorophyll content [33], etc. The two
complement each other and lay a theoretical foundation for building a high-efficiency,
high-throughput, and high-accuracy crop phenotype acquisition platform.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new method is proposed to compensate for the canopy height estima-
tion by using the canopy laser interception rate. The ground filtering algorithm is used to
extract the ground points and calculate the interception rate of the canopy to the laser per
unit volume so as to characterize the canopy density and compensate for the estimated
cotton height. Through the analysis of the canopy laser interception rate step by step, the
appropriate segmented height compensation function is determined, and the generation
of a canopy height distribution diagram in the field is combined with GIS technology
implementation. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) The effect of the PTD ground filtering algorithm (R2 = 0.79) is significantly better than
that of CSF (R2 = 0.29). The preliminary inference is that the “tip” formed by the laser
penetrating the canopy can easily pass through the gaps between the fabric particles,
resulting in the result obtained by the CSF filtering being the lower surface of the
canopy rather than the ground;

(2) When the canopy interception rate is greater than 99%, the estimation accuracy of
LiDAR decreases sharply (R2 = 0.79, RMSE = 17.22 cm), and there is an overall trend
of smaller; this is due to the lack of ground points in the sampling area, which leads
to the high generated ground mesh, thus affecting the estimation accuracy;

(3) It is not appropriate to use a globally unified compensation coefficient, which will
lead to negative optimization in the area with a low canopy interception rate and
increase the estimation error. Therefore, this study designs the compensation function
according to the classification of canopy laser interception rate. Compared with the
estimation accuracy before compensation, the overall R2 and RMSE reach 0.90 and
6.18 cm, and the results before compensation are greatly improved (R2 increase by
13.92%, RMSE decrease by 45.41%).
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